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THE MISSION  

“Turning Point School is an Independent 
School that provides harmony between 
the structure of a rigorous academic 
program and the freedom that guides 
each child through the many academic, 
emotional, creative, physical, social, and 
ethical turning points the primary, 
elementary and middle school years 
present. We succeed when our students 
become responsible, well-balanced adults 
who are confident, honest, 
knowledgeable, community-focused, 
globally oriented, joyful and well prepared 
to face a challenging and changing 
world.” 

Not many schools challenge themselves 
the way Turning Point does in the second 
sentence of this Mission 
Statement. Again unlike 
many schools, Turning Point 
is not mired in its past. 
Having relocated, changed 
its name, tripled in size, and 
matured, the identity of the 
School has evolved over the 
years and it has become 
one of the leading 
Independent Schools in 
Southern California.  

This is a School that lives its 
Mission. You can see it, 

literally, from a hundred yards away: big, 
bold words on the side of a classroom 
building – RESPECTFUL, RESPONSIBLE, 
CURIOUS, CONFIDENT, INNOVATIVE, 
GLOBALLY AWARE. You can see it in the 
purposefulness of the students in the way 
they collaborate. You can see it in the 
faculty as they speak of their commitment to 
educating the whole child. You can see it in 
the parents as they rhapsodize about the 
self-confidence they witness in their 
children’s development. You can see it in 
the campus, which is as crisp and beautiful 
as the day it opened. And you can see it in 
Turning Point’s alumni who are, in fact, 
confident, well-balanced adults - actors in a 
challenging and changing world.  
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THE ETHOS 

“We believe children are 
best prepared to face 
life’s many turning points 
when they are provided 
with an intimate, focused 
learning environment 
committed to individual 
understanding and 
respect. A Turning Point 
education immerses 
students in rich learning 
experiences that 
encourage and build 
natural curiosity and 
reward ingenuity. 

“We consider ourselves to be in 
partnership with our students’ families. We 
help balance the many dimensions of a 
student’s life with an integrated curriculum 
that develops not only intellectual and 
physical skills, but also the creative, 
emotional and social skills critical to 
success and active involvement as an 
adult in society. Class sizes are small, 
allowing teachers to know the hearts and 
minds of every student.” 

This commitment is widely evident. The 
environment for learning is intimate: class 
sections rarely exceed fifteen and are 
never more than eighteen students, co-
teachers at every grade level and the 
student/teacher ratio is 7:1. The faculty 
pays close attention to the scope and 
sequence of the curriculum to assure its 
proper alignment. The School prides itself 
in trying to achieve “The Perfect Balance” 

in its educational 
environment by encouraging 
curiosity and a love of 
learning from an early age, 
creating opportunities for 
interaction by and between 
students of different ages, 
and promoting meaningful 
and ongoing communication 
by and among the faculty, 
students and parents. The 
result is a secure and 
harmonious place for young 
people to excel 
academically while they 
learn self-respect and the 
respect for others. 
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As a result of its nurturing and intimate 
environment, students at Turning Point 
develop a confidence, which manifests itself 
in, among other ways, an ability to express 
themselves (but not at the expense of others 
or of civility). While respectful, they are 
lively, curious, verbal, in other words 
engaged, in what is not a high-pressured 
learning environment. The innovative project 
approach to teaching and learning seems to 
minimize make-work, pencil-and-paper 
homework and focus the students’ creative 
energies on interdisciplinary activities and 
critical thinking. This is a School where 
every child is given an opportunity to 
participate and the students take full 

THE PLACE 

Sited on a modern, well-maintained and 
spacious campus in Culver City, 
surrounded by world famous movie 
studios, a rapidly expanding center for 
technology start-ups, a thriving commercial 
area, an important transportation hub and 
near some of the most prosperous 
neighborhoods in Los Angeles, Turning 
Point is, as they say in Southern 
California, “Freeway close and Metro 
adjacent,” meaning that access from all 
around the metropolitan area is relatively 
easy. This can be said of but only a 
handful of schools in L.A. As a result, 
students come from roughly fifty zip codes 
with the largest numbers living in a variety 
of neighborhoods throughout West Los 
Angeles. An added academic bonus is that 
Turning Point finds itself roughly 
equidistant from both UCLA and USC.  

The foundation is in place for Turning 
Point’s continued growth and success. The 
campus is new and beautifully maintained. 
With two main buildings, one large artificial 
turf field and another, smaller one, the 
campus also features a wonderful 
playground for the younger children and a 
garden, which is an important part of the 
“Dirt to Dish” curriculum. The facilities are 

THE PEOPLE 

first-rate: a modern science laboratory, 
state-of-the-art theater, art and dance 
studios, a Smart Lab, indoor basketball court 
and gym and spacious, sun-filled 
classrooms. One building is centered around 
the library and science lab, while the other 
orbits around the theater – giving 
architectural significance to the School’s 
commitment to educating the whole child. 

Continued	
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As one couple puts it, “The School is 
focused on what’s best for your kid. They 
know and nurture your kid. What more 
could you ask for?” There does not seem 
to be the social hierarchy among parents 
one often finds in Independent Schools; 
there’s more of a “just plain folks” attitude 
among the parents, which keeps them 
from being overly impressed with each 
other. They carpool, socialize and even 
vacation together. Time and again they 
laud the School’s leadership for not 
straying from its core values, not catering 
to the rich or famous, not having one set of 
rules for most people and another for the 
select few. They see the School as 
catering to the children’s needs, not to 
their parents’ whims. “Turning Point 
doesn’t bend with the breeze,” is how one 
parent puts it. Others speak of a “village 
type community,” of the faculty’s “genuine 
sense of caring,” of the personal 
investment teachers make in their 
students’ success. 

The next Head of Turning Point will also 
find a wonderfully supportive 13 member 
Board of Trustees who represent a variety 
of backgrounds and talents. A large 
percentage of the Board Members are 

advantage: their art is on the walls; their 
projects are on display; and their 
productions are well attended. 

With a combined faculty, administration 
and staff numbering more than 80 for a 
student body of 350, Turning Point is well 
staffed. Among the adults there is a 
palpable sense of commitment; in 
speaking with them, the most frequently 
heard word is “community.” They love their 
community. The faculty leans on the 
young side for an Independent School, 
which means there is a remarkable vitality 
along with the evident sense of 
commitment; these are people who love 
what they do, where they do it, and with 
whom they do it. They are well-educated 
and eager, having been carefully selected 
because of their individual strengths and 
their collaborative interests. There are also 
more men on the faculty than one usually 
finds in a K-8 school, lending a sense of 
coed collaboration which feels healthy and 
inclusive. 

The co-teacher model is an important 
feature of Turning Point’s approach to 
growing faculty. A number of the faculty 
began their teaching careers in this 
apprentice/internship program and grew 
into master teachers. Mentoring, 
collaboration and teamwork are among the 
watch-words of the Turning Point faculty 
and the result is, as one teacher puts it, “a 
place you can come in young and grow. 
We’re not locked into the same thing every 
year. We can explore and change. We can 
move from one grade to the next.”  

The Administration is lean but effective. 
There is a Business Manager and an 
Admissions Director with appropriate 
support staff, and the Division Heads are 
in place and effective. Parents at Turning 
Point are a diverse group in many 
respects – geography, income, 
occupation, and ethnicity – but unified in 
one, and that is how they view the School. 

Continued	
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THE PROGRAM 

Drawing on its roots as a Montessori-
derived school, Turning Point’s curriculum 
recognizes that students need structure as 
a basis for security particularly in the 
primary school and early 
elementary grades. From early 
childhood they develop a 
freedom of expression which 
carries them into an increasingly 
project-based curriculum as they 
grow older.  

Capitalizing on children’s innate 
curiosity while keeping in mind 
the developmental stage of the 
children, the elementary school 
course of study is rigorous and 
includes language arts, math 
and social science along with 
specialist-taught courses in art, 

music, Spanish, physical education, science 
and technology. Highlights of the curriculum 
include the Festival of the Arts, Poetry in the 
Park, and the Writer’s Workshop. There are 
SMART boards in every classroom and 

multimedia and 
technology 
labs. 

As students 
reach middle 
school (Grades 
6-8) the core 
curriculum 
expands to 
include 
humanities, 
math, science, 
Spanish or 
Latin, art, music 
and 

interscholastic athletics along with a range of 
elective courses. Significant features of the 
middle school program include course-
related trips abroad (Dominican Republic in 
7, Spain and Italy in 8), the Mentor Program, 
performing arts in magnificent spaces, the 
Ambassador program to assist with 
Admissions, a coding class in addition to the 
Smart Lab, and a model and strongly 
emphasized Community Service program. 

parents of either current students or 
alumni. Many have been involved with the 
Board and School for over twenty years 
and, as a result, the Trustees are well-
schooled in the business of being a Board 
and are 
helpful 
without 
being 
intrusive, 
supportive 
without 
calling 
attention to 
themselves, 
available to 
advise and 
help but 
respectful 
of the 
Head’s 
leadership of the School. The working 
relationship between Head and Board has 
been outstanding.	

Continued	
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FAST FACTS  

Location:   Culver City, California 
Founded:   1970 
Accredited by:  CAIS and WASC 
PS-8 Enrollment:  350. 40% students of color 
Administration, Faculty and Staff: 83 
Budget:   $9.5 Million 
Financial Aid:  7% of budget 
Voluntary Support (Annual Giving and special events): $909,000 in 2013-14 

THE POSITION 

Given Turning Point’s strong reputation and 
state-of-the-art facilities, the new Head of 
School is expected to have the qualifications 
and attributes that will help it continue to 
succeed and stimulate an increase in 
enrollment (in a facility which is able to 
accommodate it). Among those, the next Head 
of School would be expected to posses the 
following abilities, qualifications and personal 
strengths: significant Independent School 
experience at the PS-8 level; expert knowledge 
of elementary and middle school curricula and 
teaching methodology; Independent School 
administrative experience; an advanced 
degree; comfort with fundraising, marketing 
and branding; public speaking skills; a global 
perspective; a calm demeanor, perspective and 
a sense of humor; a vision for the creative use 
of technology in schools; an approachable 
manner and an outgoing personality; and one 
whose greatest pride comes from letting others 
shine. 

There is a conscious effort at Turning Point to 
bring 21st Century skills and pedagogy into the 
curriculum. Besides state of the art classrooms 
and supporting facilities, the curriculum is 
innovative, constantly being assessed and 
adjusted to address a changing world. By way 
of example, a few years ago the School 
identified that the world was “shrinking” in a 
significant way and the School curriculum, 
outside activities and trips are selected with this 
pedagogic focus in mind.  
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THE PROCESS 

Interested candidates should prepare a resume, cover letter expressing interest in the 
position, and one writing sample. These should be submitted electronically to:  

Thomas C. Hudnut    or  Debbie E. Reed 
Resource Group 175     Resource Group 175 
211 South Spalding Drive, 605 S    409 S. Roosevelt Avenue 
Beverly Hills, CA 90212     Pasadena, CA 91107 
818-512-3811      626-840-5898 
thudnutrg@gmail.com     dereed2014@gmail.com 


